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Intro:   C / / /   G7 / / /  C / / /  /  2 3  Daisy . . .  
 

(C) Daisy (C7) Daisy.  (F) Give me your answer (C) true. 
(G7) I’m half (C) crazy,  
(Am) all for the (D7) love of (G7) you. 
(F) It won’t be a stylish (C) Marriage, 
(C) I can’t (Am) afford a (F) carriage (G7) 
But (C) you’ll look (G7) sweet (C) upon the (G7) seat, 
Of a (C) bicycle G7) built for (C) two. 
 

(C) I’m Henry the eighth I am 
(F) Henry the eighth I (C) am, I (G) am 
(C) I got married to the widow next door 
(D7) She’s been married seven (G) times before 
And (C) every one was an (G) Henry (Henry) 
She (F) wouldn’t have a Willy or a (G) Sam 
I’m her (C) eighth old man called (F) Henry 
(D7) Henry the (G7) eighth I (C) am 
 
(C) Knees up Mother Brown, (F) Knees up Mother Brown 

(G7) Under the table you must go 

Ee-aye, Ee-aye, Ee-aye-oh 

(C) If I catch you bending, (F) I’ll saw your legs right off 

(G7) Knees up, knees up, never get the breeze up 

Knees up Mother (C) Brown …… 

Oh my, (F) what a rotten song 

(G7) What a rotten song, (C) What a rotten song 

Oh my, (F) what a rotten song 

(G7) And what a rotten singer (C) Tooooooooh 
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(C) My old man said, (Dm) follow the van 

And (G7) don’t dilly dally on the (C) way 

(E7) Off went the cart with my (C6) home packed in it 

(D7) I followed on with me (G7) old (F) cock (G7) linnet 

But I (C) dillied and (G7) dallied 

(C) dallied and (G7) dillied, 

(C) Lost  the van and (D7) don’t know where to (F) roam (G7) 

Oh you (C) can’t trust the (C6) specials 

Like the (F) old-time (G) coppers 

When you (G7) can’t find your way (C) home. 
         

If (C) you were the (A7) only (D7) girl in the world 

And (G7) I were the only (C) boy 

Nothing else would matter in the (Dm) world today 

(G7) We could  go on loving in the (C6) same old way 

A (C) garden of (A7) Eden (D7) just made for two 

With (G7) nothing to mar our (C) joy 

(Am) I would say such (Em) wonderful things to you 

(F) there would (G7) be such (C) wonderful things to(A7) do 

If (Dm) you were the only (A7) girl in the (A7+5) world 

 . . and (D7) I were the (G7) only (C) boy.  

 
                                                                                         A7+5 

             


